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Care Review meeting with Alliance for 

Children in Care and Care Leavers’ chairs 
Minutes – Thursday 4th November 2021 

 

Attendees: 

Care Review 

• Dan Foster, engagement and participation team 

Alliance for Children in Care and Care Leavers 

• Ali Gunn, Alliance Sub-Group Chair (Care Review) 

• Ben Twomey, Alliance Co-Chair 

• David Graham, Alliance Co-Chair 

• Tobi Adeyemi, Alliance Secretariat 

 

Notes of meeting: 

Spending Review 

Review team felt the spending review/Autumn budget was a start, but not enough at this stage. 

Promising investment in 2/3 care review asks, which were early help for children/families and 

children’s homes. Disappointed by lack of focus on CAMHS, which could have been stronger. Ben 

expressed sector concerns that the government and the review could put all funding/initiatives into 

community support (which does of course need investment) but then ignore the structural issues and 

chronic underfunding within the care system itself and for care leavers. Dan agreed there must be a 

balance, and the care review is looking at all aspects of children’s social care. 

Competition and Markets Authority interim report 

The CMA will not touch on the moral question of whether a market or profit should be part of 

children’s social care, however the care review will. Josh MacAlister has already been very clear that 

the level of profit being made in children’s homes is unacceptable, and this point will be developed in 

the coming months. Review team is now working with the CMA to have a look at practical points that 

are affecting costings, local authority commissioning choice, and capacity of placements. 

Care Review progress update 

Review team has launched ‘call for ideas’ on 4th November 2021, as a direct result of strong views 

from the Alliance for an open process to lead to recommendations. Recognises that the mid-

December deadline will not be as much time as Alliance members hoped for, but the review team is 

keen to have analysed everything in January 2022 and be getting on with writing/honing 

recommendations by February. There is an outsourced company who will be doing cost-effective 

analyses on behalf of the review team, which will take some time too. 

Ben asked if there is an idea for how many recommendations and how strategic/specific they will be, 

noting there is a big difference in the types of ideas that can be taken on if there are only five 
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recommendations, compared to for example forty. Review team not clear yet on how many 

recommendations there will be, but expecting there to be principles set out too for how the system 

should operate. Ben added that the Alliance would therefore want to see the principles found in a 

child’s rights approach. 

The review’s design and evidence groups are still meeting and will be a primary reference point for 

forming and testing the final report and recommendations, along with the experts by experience 

board. 

David asked about the  mechanism/framework that is used to decide which data/evidence submitted 

to the case for change was included in the final report and feedback report, noting that some 

conclusions appeared at odds with Alliance consensus. Review team consolidates data with 

qualitative expertise, and has been ‘thinking out loud’ to make sure all assumptions are tested and it 

is an evolving process. David asked about the weight given to young people’s voices vs professionals, 

if they are telling the review different things. Review team has taken the approach of trying not to 

accept ‘one version of the truth’, and is making judgement calls based on views and evidence. David 

suggested that sometimes it is helpful to hear from young people and professionals in the same 

room, as their dialogue can produce more nuanced conclusions. Ben suggested that the review team 

needs to incorporate young people’s views into any big reports, rather than having them as a 

separate stand-alone report that could appear to be a sideshow to the main process. Review team 

grateful for these suggestions. 

UNCRC and Child Rights Impact Assessment 

The review team is actively working on developing a CRIA, which will assess against any final 

recommendations. [note: this was an Alliance call to the care review as part of the wider coalition of 

coalitions efforts chaired by Ben Twomey and Carolyne Willow] 

Keep Caring to 18 (unregulated accommodation) 

Ali set out the frustrations within the sector that the views of Keep Caring to 18 and similar 

campaigns appear to have been misrepresented or ignored by the review team. Ali emphasises that 

this is all about the right for children in care to be cared for, and reflects the review team’s principles 

of love, stability and nurturing that have been set out so far. Review team suggests that they are not 

absolutely closed in their position on unregulated accommodation, and it is not guaranteed to reflect 

the Department for Education proposals for ‘national standards’ that would deny care to 16/17 year 

olds in independent/semi-independent placements. 

Review team notes that their Experts by Experience group is particularly passionate about this topic 

and discussions are ongoing. One review team concern is that some unregulated accommodation is 

of high quality, and how would this be affected by changes. David mentioned that he is aware of such 

high quality provision, but they come close to providing care already and so would find it relatively 

easy to conform to children’s homes quality standards. Ben said that the only people with anything 

to fear from proper regulation that guarantees care are those providers that already offer such 

limited support and are unfit to meet quality standards. Ali said the review is currently supporting 

the DfE’s proposals where the denial of care for children would be enshrined into law. Ben added 

that the care review had been so bold as to question the appropriateness of residential children’s 

homes, so why was it accepting unregulated placements where children legally cannot be cared for. 

Considering the educational outcomes evidenced by Together Trust, and the deaths in unregulated 

accommodation shown by Article 39, Ben said this is not a system that would exist if the review team 

were imagining how children’s social care would look like if created from scratch. 
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Review team agrees to take away the offer of a fuller meeting dedicated to this topic with the Keep 

Caring to 18 campaign group, with the intention of listening and understanding their full concerns 

and considering them in light of the DfE’s current proposals. 

Advocacy/Mental Health 

Ben set out calls for an active (opt-out) offer of independent advocacy support when children enter 

care and at key moments in their care journey. This included when children and young people 

engage with any tier of CAMHS. Review team agreed to look at this. 

Independent Visitors 

Ben asked why Independent Visitors were still not explicitly referenced by the care review in any of 

its publications, especially where stability and trusted adults are discussed. Review team have heard 

this from other charities too and are considering it.  

Leaving care entitlements beyond 25 years old 

Too soon to say exactly what the review will recommend regarding support for care-experienced 

people beyond the age of 25. In principle, the review team does not think care should ever end and 

needs to reflect the fact that people need support through their lives, which will be the starting point 

for any recommendations in this area.  


